Correlations between X-ray and water maser emission in AGN have been recently reported. However, the lack of systematic studies affects the confidence level of these results. In the following, we introduce a project aimed at studying all the water maser sources believed to be associated with AGN activity through X-ray data obtained with the XRT and BAT instruments on-board the Swift satellite. Preliminary results of this work indicate a promising rate of XRT detections allowing us to refine follow-up observing strategies focused on investigating the nuclei of individual galaxies and deriving, on statistical basis, the main characteristics of water maser hosts. In addition, a cross-correlation between our sample and the BAT 22-months all-sky survey provides an exceptionally high detection rate at hard X-ray energies when compared to other AGN-related catalogs.
INTRODUCTION
The observational characteristics of active galactic nuclei (AGN), according to the leading models, are the result of the release of huge amounts of energy and angular momentum in a relatively small volume as the material accretes onto a dense central object, believed to be a supermassive black hole. The study of the detailed geometry, the kinematics and the excitation of the gas in the immediate vicinity of central engines in AGN is crucial to understand the physics of these objects. However, a comprehensive investigation of the gas in the inner parsecs of AGN is challenging because of the high angular resolution which is required to resolve structure of parsec-or subparsec-scale and the heavy obscuration of these regions at optical and ultraviolet wavelengths, due to large column densities of gas and dust along the line of sight. For these reasons, the most suitable tools for a detailed investigation of AGN are radio and X-ray observations. The 1.3 cm radio emission from H 2 O masers originates at a few parsecs or less from the nuclear engines tracing circumnuclear accretion disks ("disk-masers", e. g. NGC 4258: [1] ), the inner part of relativistic jets ("jet-masers", e. g. Mrk348: [2] ) or nuclear outflows (Circinus: [3] ). Providing bright and compact hotspots, water masers can be imaged at milliarcsec resolution using Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) and are a unique instrument to map accretion disks, to estimate black hole masses, Eddington luminosities, and accretion efficiencies (see [4] and references therein). On the other hand, X-ray photons are produced in regions even closer to the supermassive central object (e. g. [5] ). X-ray spectroscopy aids estimation of absorbing column densities and, hence, of intrinsic luminosities which are a direct measure of the nuclear activity. Therefore, combining the information provided by these two tracers (H 2 O maser and X-ray emission) has the potential to substantially improve our understanding of the physics of AGN. H 2 O maser sources associated with active galactic nuclei tend to show a high column density or are even Compton-thick (N H > 10 24 cm −2 ). Indeed, a recent study covering a sample of 42 masers in AGN reports that 95% of the objects show N H > 10 23 cm −2 and 60% N H > 10 24 cm −2 [6] . The percentage of Compton-thick AGN rises up to 76% when the sub-sample of disk-masers (16 objects) is considered. If confirmed, this correlation suggests that radio surveys to find water maser sources can be an alternative and less time-consuming way to identify potential obscured AGN with respect to pointed X-ray observations [6] . This would be particularly important because, although synthesis models of the cosmic X-ray background predict a significant fraction of obscured AGN [7] , they have been, so far, very elusive objects to find [8] . A rough correlation has been also found between maser isotropic luminosity and unabsorbed Xray luminosity [9] . Furthermore, a study on a small sample of 8 disk-masers indicates that the inner radius and the shape of the masing disks may indeed be related to the intrinsic X-ray luminosity [10] .
Although promising, these studies have been affected by a lack or poor quality of Xray data for a large percentage ( 50%) of the known maser galaxies. Hence, to overcome this limitation, we have recently performed a survey of all known H 2 O maser sources in AGN using the Swift satellite that aims at obtaining detailed X-ray information on the largest possible number of water maser sources. This information is essential to clarify, on a firm statistical basis, the interplay between X-ray and maser emission.
SAMPLE, OBSERVATIONS, AND DATA REDUCTION
Our sample is comprised of all known H 2 O maser sources which are believed to be associated with the nuclear activity of AGN. These include all known "megamasers", namely, according to the standard definition, those sources with isotropic luminosities L H 2 O > 10 L ⊙ that are found in all interferometic studied cases to be associated with AGN. Furthermore, the sample also contains 9 "kilomasers" (sources with L H 2 O < 10 L ⊙ usually associated to star formation) for which the origin of the maser emission is still uncertain (like, e. g., for NGC 520: [11] ) or that show some evidence for a connection with AGN (e. g. M51: [12] ). The total number of targets is 95.
All sources have been observed between January 2008 and November 2009 with the X-ray Telescope (XRT, 0.2-10 keV) and the Ultra-Violet/Optical telescope (UVOT, 170-650 nm) on-board Swift, for an average of ∼10 ks for each target. Our project is mostly focused on the data taken with the XRT. The data reduction was performed using the standard pipeline package (XRTPIPELINE v. 0.12.1) to produce screened event files. Images and spectra were extracted only from data taken in Photon Counting (PC) mode, using the XSELECT v. 2.4 software. Each spectrum was extracted within a circular region of 20 pixel radius (corresponding to 47 ′′ ), which encloses the 90% of the Point Spread Function (PSF) at 1.5 keV, centered at the pointing position. The background instead, was taken from a source-free circular region of radius 40 pixels. We employed the response matrices v. 011 and created the individual ancillary response files (arf files) using the task XRTMKARF v. 0.5.6. Spectral analysis was performed using XSPEC 11.3.2. In order to apply the χ 2 statistics, the spectra were binned using GRPPHA to obtain a minimum of 5 counts per bin. We have also cross-correlated our maser source list with the data of the Burst Alert Telescope, (BAT, 15-150 keV) 22-months all-sky survey [13] .
PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Although the data reduction is still on-going, promising results have been already achieved.
We have successfully detected about 60% (33/59) of the targets with the XRT with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) larger than 5 and increased the number of H 2 O maser sources with available X-ray data by 20%. In Fig. 1 we show a sample case of our XRT spectra for the source IRAS 16288+3929. This source is an infrared luminous Seyfert 2 galaxy and this constitutes the first detection of X-ray emission from this object. The spectrum indicates the presence of a soft component together with hard emission above 3 keV. A line complex appears to be present at E ∼6-7 keV. We have found that the soft emission can be well described by a black body model with temperature kT = 0.09 +0.07 −0.03 keV and no absorption in excess of the Galactic value, while the hard component can be modeled with an absorbed power law plus a narrow Gaussian emission line. The best fit model was obtained for a typical photon index of 1.6 (fixed) and an absorbing column density N H = 34 +9 −10 × 10 22 cm −2 . Although the statistics were not sufficient to constrain the line parameters, the best fit was achieved for a rest energy of 6.7 keV, which is consistent with the K α emission from ionized iron.
By cross-correlating our target list with the data of the BAT 22-months all-sky survey, we have identified ∼30% (26/91) of our maser sources among the objects detected by BAT at hard X-ray energies (E>15 keV) with SNR>3. Noticeably, the majority of them (22/26) have SNR>4.5 and have been detected also by the blind search algorithm used to find the objects in the BAT 22-months catalog [13] . When compared with crosscorrelations between BAT detections and any other AGN input catalog, our fraction of detections is extremely high, indicating the exceptional properties of our sample of water maser galaxies.
